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Foreword
This special issue of Theoretical Computer Science contains a selection of papers
whose preliminary versions appeared in the proceedings of the fourth European Con-
ference on Computational Learning Theory. The conference was held at Nordkirchen,
Germany, on March 29–31, 1999.
Antos presents tight individual lower bounds on the rate of convergence for non-
parametric pattern recognition. These bounds are valid for certain Lipschitz classes of
distributions.
Bachrach, Fine, and Shamir present an e1cient implementation of the Gibbs al-
gorithm for separating hyper planes under the uniform distribution for targets and
instances.
Bartlett and Ben-David show that the problem of 3nding a two-layer linear threshold
network of a 3xed size that approximately minimizes the proportion of misclassi3ed
examples in a training set is NP-hard.
Du6y and Helmbold show that leveraging procedures (like AdaBoost) can be viewed
as performing a constrained gradient descent over a potential function. They discuss a
new potential function and the corresponding leveraging procedure.
Helmbold, Panizza, and Warmuth consider on-line learning of Boolean clauses of
3xed length k. They discuss probabilistic assumptions which allow the encoding of the
Bayes-optimal hypothesis by O(n) weight parameters. They present a new algorithm
and analyze its performance.
Jain and Sharma derive su1cient conditions for identi3ability in the limit with certain
mind change bounds, and apply the results to various classes of logic programs.
Ott and Stephan introduce a new notion of robust learning, hyperrobust learning,
that prevents coding tricks but preserves identi3cation by enumeration.
Pint;er shows that the di6erence between the (resubstitution or deleted error) estimate
and the real error probability of the partitioning classi3cation rule is asymptotically
normal.
After these papers were presented at the conference the authors were invited to
submit completed versions of their papers for this special issue. All submitted papers
were then subjected to the normal refereeing process of Theoretical Computer Science.
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